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From the editors
4U! is usually published in autumn, winter and spring. 
However, now you are holding a summer issue! It's been 
really exciting to put this special edition together, and we 
hope that you will enjoy reading it. You may take it to the 
beach and read it while you are relaxing, or you may even 
lend it to others to read. We also hope that all of you will 
have a great summer holiday. Don't forget that we are 
looking forward to hearing your stories and opinion. Send 
in your articles and have them published in the next issue.

 See you in September!
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News of the English Department

Országos Angol
Tanulmányi Verseny

We are proud to announce that 
Gloria Gregorio (8B)

not only got into the 2nd round of 
the competition, but also qualified 

for the finals.

The finals were held in Békéscsaba 
on May 15th. Gloria won 21st place 
(of several hundred), which is  an 
outstanding result! 

Congratulations to Gloria and
her teacher, Ms Klára Csikai!

B2 and C1 courses start in 
September

We've collected the dates of language exams available in July and August. 

The English Department has announced 
the B2 and C1 exam preparation courses 
for the upcoming school year. 

• B2 - Euroexam preparation course 
(Mr. István Horváth)

• B2 - emelt szintű érettségi - course 
(Mr. Lajos Rébay)

• C1 exam preparation course 
(Ms. Anita Máté)

The courses are available for 11th and 12th 
year students. 
If you missed the registration deadline in 
June, you can still enrol in the first week 
of September.
Make the most of your time at SZMG and 
get your  exam certificates while you're 
still at high school!Would you like to take a B2 

or C1 language exam in the 
summer?

Exam centre Exam Type Exam date Registration deadline

Euroexam B2 / C1 July 17th June 26th / July 4th

B2 August 18th July 25th / August 1st

Corvinus B2 August 23rd June 14th

BME B2 August 27th August 4th

C1 August 26th August 4th

ORIGO B2 July 3rd June 7th

B2 August 7th July 7th

iTOLC B2 July 7th, 14th 10-11 days before the exam

B2 August 11th, 
18th, 25th

10 days before the exam

C1 August 19th August 9th
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Christianity

Pentecost 
The Catholic Church celebrates Pentecost on the fiftieth day following Christ's resurrection. 
It's a beautiful holiday when the Holy Spirit came down to the Apostles, but what happened 
exactly? Stay with me, and you will get the answer, so let's get started. 

Our Lord, Jesus Christ, promised the Holy Spirit to the Apostles. He 
said: He is the Spirit of Truth. Certainly, He is the Spirit of the Church, 
who leads and gives it life. The Apostles were together when at 
nine a.m. (the third canonical hour), the Holy Spirit arrived, and 
the Apostles started to speak in various languages. People outside 
heard the Apostles in their mother tongue:

 "When the time for Pentecost was fulfilled, they were all in one 
place together. And suddenly there came from the sky a noise like a 
strong driving wind, and it filled the entire house in which they were. 
Then there appeared to them tongues as of fire, which parted and 
came to rest on each one of them. And they were all filled with the 

Holy Spirit and began to speak in different tongues, as the Spirit enabled them to proclaim." 
Acts 2: 1-4 

The liturgic colour of Pentecost is green. The priests wear it just twice a year: at Theophany 
and Pentecost. The first day of Pentecost is the birthday of the Church, when Jesus 
established the sacrament of penance. On the second day of Pentecost, the Greek Catholic 
Church celebrates the Holy Trinity: the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. After the Saint 
Liturgy, we go outside the Church and go around in a procession, when the deacon, the 
priest or the bishop reads aloud four Gospel Sections. After the prayers, they anoint the 
people with oil (chrism) and give them Antidoron (bread).

Greek Catholics decorate their churches with green plants and green altar spread at this 
time. Unfortunately, many people consider Pentecost as just a long weekend when we can 
stay at home and rest. They are wrong. It is an important holiday when the third person of 
the Holy Trinity came to greet us. It is an essential holiday, like Christmas, but not bigger 
than Easter. 

"O Heavenly King, Comforter, Spirit of Truth! You are everywhere present and fill all things. 
Treasury of Blessings and Giver of Life, come and dwell within us, cleanse us of all stain, and 
save our souls, O gracious Lord." We pray and sing this prayer at many celebrations. 

Well, let me suggest you something. When you are before a test or matura exam or happy 
and would like to thank God for something, pray this prayer. It has great power and can 
help you in every situation. I can recommend the Jesus Prayer too: "Lord Jesus Christ, Son 
of God, have mercy on me sinner."

Would you like to learn more about the Greek Catholic Church? If your answer is "yes, of 
course", follow the articles in 4U! If you have any questions, don't hesitate to ask me.

Máté Fehér (11D)
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great britain

Top universities in The United Kingdom

The famous collegiate research university, located in Oxford, England,  
is  the oldest in the United Kingdom and the second oldest in the world. 
It grew rapidly after 1167, when Henry II banned English students from 
attending the University of Paris. The university is made up of thirty-
nine semi-autonomous constituent colleges, six permanent private 
halls, and a range of academic departments, which are organised into 
four divisions. It has a motto: „The Lord is my light”. There were some 
future prime ministers who attended the university, like Margaret 
Thatcher, Theresa May and Boris Johnson, etc. One of the most famous 
scientists who studied at Oxford University was Stephen Hawking.

Oxford University

University of Cambridge

It is a collegiate research university in Cambridge, United Kingdom, 
which was established in 1209 and granted a royal charter 
by Henry III in 1231, so Cambridge is the second-oldest 
university in the United Kingdom. The university grew 
out of an association of scholars who left Oxford niversity 
after a dispute with the townspeople. The two ancient 
English universities share many common features. 
Its motto sounds „From this place, we gain enlightenment 
and precious knowledge.” The list of famous people who 
studied there include Sir David Attenborough, Charles 
Darwin, and Sir Isaac Newton.

Imperial College, London

Imperial College grew out of Prince Albert's vision of an area for 
culture, including the Royal Albert Hall, Imperial Institute, a lot 
of museums, and the Royal Colleges. In 1907, it was established 
by Royal Charter. As a quite modern university, Imperial College 
has one of the strongest academic reputations in the world.
Its motto: „Scientific knowledge, the crowning glory and the 
safeguard of the empire” 
Well-known students were Sir Alexander Fleming, Brian May, 
Sir William Crookes.

University of Edinburgh

It was established in 1582, and it is the sixth oldest university in the 
United Kingdom. The university has five main campuses in the city 
of Edinburgh.  It played an important role in Edinburgh becoming a 
chief intellectual centre during the Scottish Enlightenment. 
„Seek and You Shall Find” according to the motto. 
Famous, successful students are Richard Henderson, James Clerk 
Maxwell and James Wilson.
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Biography

Steve Jobs
Steven Paul Jobs was born on 24 February, 1955. He was an IT expert 
and also an investor. He is known for Apple Inc and also as the pioneer 
of the computer revolution. His well-known products are the Mac, 
IPhone and IPad.

He went to Homestead High School, then to Reed College, but he 
dropped out after two years. He met Steve Wozniak and they became 
friends. Their first invention was the Blue Box. Jobs became later an 
Atari employee and he made the game: Pong. Although it was made 
by Jobs and Wozniak, Jobs gave only 350 dollars to Wozniak instead of 
5000.

They founded Apple Computer Inc in 1976. The three co-founders were 
Steve Jobs, Steve Wozniak and Ronald Wayne. The first product was 
the Apple I computer. They made 200 pieces. (The photo on the right 

shows Jobs' house, which was also the first headquarters of 
Apple). They decided on the name Apple because Jobs spent 
most of his time in the farms apple orchard.

In 1985, Jobs was forced to resign. He started a new company 
called NeXT inc. Steve Wozniak also left Apple. He said that the 
company was going in the wrong direction. After Jobs left Apple, 
they started to lose money.

In 1986, Jobs founded The Graphics Group, which was later renamed to Pixar. Pixar made their 
first film with Disney: Toy Story. Jobs was one of the producers.

In 1997, Apple bought the NeXT and they also wanted Jobs to be the chief. He accepted this 
opportunity. After that Apple made profit again. The NeXT became the mac operating system.

Jobs also made professional presentations. He used the words awesome, cool and great instead 
of technical words and he also used just a few words. During the presentation he told stories, 
which made his talks really enjoyable.

Steve Jobs died on 5 October 2011. Apple stores closed so the employees could remember to 
jobs. His last words was oh wow oh wow oh wow. Steve Jobs Day is celebrated on 16 October.

Péter Markovich (9D)
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Have you ever thought about how much time you spend on your phone daily? I don’t think so. 
Nowadays these gadgets are everywhere. You use it too many times and you don’t even notice 
it. Let me describe this addiction.

Firstly, when you get bored or just have a little free time, you play on your phone or just surf 
on the internet. At another time, when you are travelling, you are listening to music or using 
the map on your phone, and it takes long hours. We don’t realize how much time we spend on 
our phone. Of course this invention could be really useful, but most people use it just for fun.

Furthermore, in our life, there are a lot of 
social media platforms which are very popular 
(especially with the middle-aged). Consequently, 
those platforms cause the most addictions. 
Another factor worth noting is that in those 
platforms you can see somebody’s perfect life 
with perfect appearance and it has a bad influence 
on teenagers. Moreover, most of the time you are 
chatting with your friends through the phone not face-to-face. In real life you cannot talk or you 
just talk to discuss what is going on in the social media.

To be honest, I spend too much time on my phone, and during that time I don’t pay attention 
to peope around me. Instead of using our gadgets we should talk more to our family or just go 
outside. In my opinion, the internet is essential for modern life, but we can try to cut down the 
time when we use our phone. If I had to choose one thing that I couldn’t live without, I would 
choose my phone and sometimes it can be scary. All in all, the phone might be very harmful, 
and unfortunately, it can cause addiction.

Csenge Kállai (10D)

Phone addiction

Opinion

Answer the questions (honestly) to find out how much you are addicted to your phone. 
Options:  
NEVER OR RARELY  (1 point) SOMETIMES (3 points)  OFTEN OR REGULARLY (5 points)
1. Do you stay online/on your phone longer than you wanted to ?
2. Do others in your life complain to you about the amount of time you spend online or using 
your mobile phone?
3. Do you prefer surfing the internet or using your mobile phone to being with your family?
4. Does your school work suffer because of the amount of time you spend online or using your 
phone?
5. Do you check your email or messages before anything else you need to do?
6. Do you shout or act annoyed if somebody interrupts you while you are online or playing on 
your phone?
7. Do you sleep less because you use the internet or your phone late at night?
8. Do you think that life without the internet / mobile phones  would be boring, empty or joyless?

< 15 points: You are an average internet / phone user. You can control the time you spend on it.
16-24: You are experiencing occasional or frequent problems because of your phone. Ask yourself if 
this is what you want.
25-40: Your phone causes significant problems in your life. Stop and reevaluate your routines.

Are you a phone addict?
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Travel

My CRAZY Covid story

At the beginning of 2020, when coronavirus was known to be a joke, my family and I went 
to London on holiday. Since my family loves travelling, my mom decided to surprise us 
with this trip as a Christmas gift. On the 11th of March, as soon as we arrived in good old 
London, we realised that something was off. There were hardly any tourists during our 
stay. When we visited the typical London sights like the “Madam Tussauds” or the “London 
Dungeon”, we almost didn’t have to wait in the queue, which is already extremely strange 
in one of the densest and most populous metropolis on Earth. 

Actually, I have a personal experience about 
the city, since I had been there back in 2015, so I 
could easily compare the “usual busy” London 
with the “2020” version of it and believe me, it 
was one of the weirdest experiences. Around 
the 14th, the press said that the virus was 
about to turn into a threat, but my family and I 
still didn't take it seriously…in fact, it sounded 
ridiculous, to be honest. 

On the 16th, at Gatwick Airport, when we were about to go home, we got the news that 
Hungary wanted to close the country’s borders as soon as possible. We received this 
information right before boarding. It shocked not only the passengers, but even the 
airport itself. After hours of waiting, the staff instructed all non-Hungarian citizens to leave 
the airport because they are not allowed to board the plane. All of our identification cards 
were checked multiple times in order to make sure no foreigners would catch the flight 
since half of the plane were not Hungarians. Just imagine…If you were from outside of 
our country, you couldn’t have gone on the holiday that you have paid for. You have taken 
a leave, planned the whole thing, booked the hotel and so on, and when the trip is about 
this close they say into your face that sorry, you can’t go. 

Fortunately we got home somehow, and 3 days later the news were full of London being 
empty, abandoned and later closed. It was astonishing to look at the empty square in 
front of the Buckingham Palace on TV, thinking that literally 3 days earlier, I was calmly 
walking there with other tourists and now it is completely wiped out.

Csongor Szabó (11C)
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cOVID

Covid dictionary 2. (Advanced)   

Covideo party  
Online parties via Zoom or Skype.

Variant 
A change or mutation to a virus that may cause it to spread 
more quickly and easily among people.

Long-Hauler 
A term used to describe people who experience COVID-19 symptoms for months after 
being diagnosed, and long after subsequently testing negative.

Maskhole 
An individual who wears a mask in a way that makes it completely ineffective—e.g., below 
the nose, under the chin, on the back of the head.

Overdistancing 
When the guy in front of you in line has a metric understanding of the six in six feet, 
allowing twenty feet to open up between him and the next person in line, which then 
allows others to interpret that next person as the end of the line and to cut in front of you.

Emotional distancing 
Deciding that now really isn’t the time to make big decisions about a relationship or, for 
that matter, to have a conversation about it.

Quorumtine 
The minimum number of family members necessary to decide what to watch on TV.

Pan-demic 
A potentially dangerous increase in the baking of bread in a quarantined home.

Coroama 
A walk around your house or apartment in circles looking for something, but you can’t 
remember what you are looking for. See also: Pandeamnesia.

Cofit 
Trying desperately to stay fit with some live-streamed class that’s just not the same as 
being there in person.

Pandefashionista 
Dressing up in something you haven’t worn in a while, just to wear into the room next door 
to work, because — where else are you going to wear it?

Kinga Kerekes (10D)

We published a beginner's Covid dictionary in our Autumn issue last year, 
where you can find the most common new phrases that came about as a result 
of the pandemic. Now let's see some more advanced words and phrases.
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Culture 

An English Legend: Tiddy Mun
"In the old times, there was an old ghost, called Tiddy Mun. This 
oldster Tiddy Mun dominated the waters and the bogs in East-
England, Lincolnshire. People said he had long, white, shaggy 
beard and hair. He was really scary, he was wearing gray, dirty 
rags, floating over the water, and the dense fog. His laugh was 
as a typical lapwing shout. One day, the people drained the 
swamp, and he became very angry. He put a curse on the villagers, 
everybody got sick. Many epidemics appeared at that time, eg.: 
the plague. 

The people were desperate, they had to find a solution. They 
wanted to apologise to the ghost, so during the night, they carried 
back the water (in buckets) to the marsh. At that night they heard 
the lapwing’s typical shout. Tiddy Mun forgave the residents of 
the village, and  the next morning the diseases ceased. After the 
events, a lot of stories and legends about him were made up, but 
he was no longer presented as a wicked spirit. English people remember him as a guardian 
angel of the swamp.

Later if a flood came to these places, the village’s residents said and repeated these words: 
"TIDDY MUN WITHOUT A NAME, THE WEATHER'S THRUFF...". They were waiting, chanting 
the sentence, and when they heard the lapwing shout, they calmed down, and went to sleep. 
The next morning, the water disappeared from the village, they escaped."

Using the words of the above legend, complete the crossword.

1. A dangerous place with a lot of water, 
plants and animals.
2. Something suddenly stops being/
happening. 
3. Thick
4. A person who lives in a specified place. 
5. It is when when someone hurts you, but 
he apologises and you accept his apology.
6. A bird which has a really unique shout. 
(These types of birds live near the rivers, 
lakes.)
7. When you repeat a word or a sentence 
continuously.
8. The first name of the guardian angel of 
the swamp.
9. A really old guy.
10. When somebody wishes that an injury 
or evil befell another person, and expresses 
it loudly.

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

What word do you get? ___________

Ágnes Bogos (10D)
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Films

CHECK OUT the website of the English Department
www.szmg.hu

- Latest news

-Curriculum 
descriptions

- B2 and C1 exam 
dates

- previous issues    
 of 4U!  

   (in colour)

Videos
about us

on YouTube!

- English teaching at Szent Margit
- The English Department
- Our trips
- Contests

- Christmas Carol 
- Shakie
- 4U! - the magazine

You can find the links on the school site!

angolmunkkoz.wordpress.
com/

Summer Movies 2021

Jungle Cruise

A new Marvel film shot in 
Budapest. 

Black Widow

Cruella

Space Jam: A New Legacy

A movie focusing on 
the story of Cruella de 
Vil (known from 101 
Dalmatians) with Emma 
Stone as the main 
character.

The Misfits
An action thriller starring 
Pierce Brosnan.
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Music

The Power of Music
More and more results are emerging that learning music has a positive effect on brain 
development from an early age. Recent research shows that it helps to learn languages, read, 
and it develops functions such as design, creation and focus.

Did you know?

People are most susceptible to music and the effects of music 
from the moment they are born to the age of 18 months. The 
second most susceptible stage is between 18 months and 5 
years of age.

 Music and listening are the only activities that use both sides 
of the brain at the same time, so learning music has a positive 
effect on mental development and intelligence. Those who 
started playing music before the age of 7 and continued until they were teenagers, have an 
average of 7.5 more IQ points than those who didn’t.

Learning music helps the early development of the brain network responsible for hearing. This is 
the network that associates sounds with meaning and is also responsible for language learning. 
Learning songs quickly expands children's active vocabulary. You can improve your reading skills 
with up to 1-3 school years of continuous music learning from birth, with simple exercises such as 
singing, playing music, listening to music, imitating rhythms, melodies, or learning how to use an 
instrument between the ages of 5 and 7.

Regardless, music is an important part of our lives, and we don't even have to explain scientifically 
why. Most young people listen to music on the street, and runners also use earpieces when 
jogging. Most people have music files on their phones with their favorite music. We listen to 
music when we're sad, when we're happy. When you watch a movie, almost all of them have an 
iconic song. There are eternal songs, but there are also songs that can only be tied to only one 
summer. 

Music means a lot to me, it makes life more colourful. 
Verona Molnár (11C)

Treble Clef - violin kulcs
Bass Clef - basszus kulcs
Key signature - hangnem
Time signature - ütem jelölés
Flat - "bé" módosítójel
Sharp - "kereszt" módosítójel
Natural - feloldójel

Staff / Stave - kotta öt vonala
Whole Note / Semibreve - egész 
hang
Half Note / Minim - fél hang
Quarter Note / Crotchet - negyed 
hang
Eight Note / Quaver - nyolcad hang

Rest - szünet
Quarter Note Rest - negyed szünet
Measure / Bar - ütem
Major - dúr
Minor - moll
Tie - átkötés
Scale - skála

Music terminology word list (English - Hungarian)
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Music

Eurovision 2021
Last week the 65th Eurovision Song Contest was held in Rotterdam, because the Nederlands 
had won the contest in 2019. Last year the event was cancelled due to the COVID-19, so we 
had to wait for 2 years, but these fantastic 3 days finally arrived. 

The First Semi-Final was on Tuesday, where 16 countries presented 
their productions, but just 10 competitors qualified the Grand Final. 
It was repeated on Thursday, so we had 20 countries plus “The Big 
5” (Spain, Italy, France, Germany, United Kingdom) and the host, the 
Nederlands. 

On Saturday, we saw 26 fabulous performances, the background and 
the scenery were really spectacular with a lot of fire and effects, and 
the clothes… they were amazing and imaginative.

The winner was Italy with an Italian rock song. Its title is Zitti E Buoni. Italy has already won 
three times but most recently in 1990. I was absolutely surprised because I believed (and 
hoped) Switzerland will be the winner with a wonderful touching song, but it “only” finished 
in the third place. 

Interesting information: The famous American rapper Flo Rida also performed because he 
contributed to the song of San Marino. The United Kingdom received 0 points from the jury 
and the audience too, it’s a bit embarrassing but I think the song was not that bad. 

Which city do you think will organize the contest next year? Rome? Milan? Naples? 

Réka Kucsera (10D)

The winner: Måneskin (IT) 

List of countries with most 
Eurovision wins (1958-2021):

1. Ireland (7 wins)
2. Sweden (6)
3. France  (5)
    The United Kingdom
    Luxembourg
    The Netherlands
4. Israel (4)
5. Norway  (3)
    Denmark
    Italy
6. Spain  (2)
    Switzerland
    Austria
    Germany
    Ukraine
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Mountain bikes for professionals

sports

In today’s short article we are going to take a look at the more professional side of mountain 
biking. So, if you are a beginner, read my previous article about the types of mountain bikes 
(February 2021).

So now that only the pros remained, I want to encourage you to take part in races. I do not 
mean world championships; you can find small local races in your neighborhood.  If I want to 
summarize these races briefly in a few words, I would say they're fun and exciting. Taking part 
in a race can be your everyday life goal.  As a matter of fact, you can perceive your bike tours 
as a preparation for a race. You can record your activities with apps like Strava or Trail Forks.

Anyway, If you don't feel like taking part in a race, then don’t do it. Cycling can be just as fun 
with or without racing.

Overall, I hope that this brief article was useful and now you are more into mountain biking.

Máté Wimmer (10A)

Mountain Bike Races - Hungary
Summer 2021

June 12th  Crosskovácsi MOUNTAIN BIKE MARATHON XCM OB (Nagykovácsi)
June 20th  B-MTB SERIES: Komlós XCO - 2. round 
July 3rd-4th  RESTART MTB XCO (Zalaegerszeg)
July 11th  GARMIN TRAIL ZONE MTB MARATON XCM (Balatonlelle - Kishegy)
July 11th  B-MTB SERIES: Görömböly XCO - 3. round
July 17th  MTB XCO National Championship (Csömör)
July 18th MTB XCC National Championship  (Csömör)
August 1st BÜKK MOUNTAIN BIKE MARATHON XCM
August 7th GRANDIS BAKONYERDŐ MARATHON XCM (Bakonybél)
August 13th-15th DOWNHILL National Championship (Eplény) 
August 15th  B-MTB SERIES - 4. round (Kazincbarcika)
August 28th MÁTRA MTB XCO (Mátraszentistván)
August 29th MÁTRA MTB MARATHON XCM (Mátraszentistván)
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recipe

Chocolate surprise muffins
Preparation: 5 minutes

Totat time: 45 minutes

Ingredients for 15 pieces:

  2 ½ mug of fine flour
  4 teaspoon baking powder
  ¼ mug of cocoa powder
  1 teaspoon cinnamon
  100 gram butter
  1 mug of brown sugar
  1 ½ mug of milk
  1 egg
  100 gram cooking chocolate
  15 very small easter eggs or M&M’s

1. Sift together the flour, the baking powder, the cocoa powder and the cinnamon. 
Cut the butter into small pieces, then mix with the flour, while the consistency of the 
mixture doesn’t resemble a pile of crumbs. Then add the brown sugar.

2. Mix the egg with the milk, and melt the chocolate over steam. Pour the milky 
dough and melted chocolate into the flour, then mix it gently.

3. Put about two-two tablespoons of dough in the buttered forms, then push the 
chocolate eggs into the middle of the muffins and spoon the remaining dough on the top.

4. Bake in the oven at 180 degrees for 10-15 minutes or until needle test.  It can be 
eaten both hot or cold.

Kinga Kerekes (10D)

Answers for the exercise on page 17:
1. Seldom have I eaten at such an expensive restaurant.
2. No sooner had she fallen asleep than the telephone rang.
3. Not only did Harry break his leg, but he also injured his shoulder.
4. Never before have I heard such a terrible story.
5. Only then did we realise that the jewels had been stolen.
6. Rarely has business been so good.
7. Not once has the boss given him a bonus.
8. Under no circumstances should you enter this room.
9. Only after meeting Peter several times did I get to know him.
10. In no way can the bus driver be blamed for the accident.
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Language Corner

Inversion (after negative adverbials)
Do you know the party game "Never have I ever..."? Have you ever wondered what kind of 
grammar structure it is?

It is called inversion. It means that the word order changes when a negative adverbial is put at 
the beginning of the sentence in order to express emphasis. Compare:
 
 We had never seen such beautiful scenery.
 Never had we seen such beautiful scenery!

The adverbial is followed by the auxiliary verb (ie. is, have, do, did, had, was etc.) and the subject, 
just like in questions.

We not only got lost, but our car also broke down. 
Not only DID we GET lost, but our car also broke down.

As soon as his plane landed in Rome, it began to rain.
No sooner HAD his plane LANDED in Rome than it began to rain.

Inversion is used in formal speech and writing to show something is surprising or original in some 
ways. You can use this structure in articles, essays, or stories (especially at C1 level) to make your 
writing more effective.

SOME PHRASES AND EXAMPLES:

Never  Never have I experienced such suffering.
Barely   Barely had the film ended when everyone got up to go.
Seldom  Seldom has hard work been so rewarded.
Rarely   Rarely has so much money been wasted by an individual.
Hardly ... when   Hardly had I arrived in Paris when I received a call from my boss.
Only once Only once have I declined their invitation.
Only then Only then did he remember he hadn't got his keys.
No sooner... than No sooner had I seen the man than he disappeared.
Scarcely  Scarcely had he got up when someone started hammering at the front door.
Little  Little did he realize what would happen to him.
Not only ... but Not only have you missed several classes, but you have also failed the exam.
Not once  Not once did they think to ask how I was.
Not in a  Not in a thousand years would I agree to marry you.
Nowhere  Nowhere have I seen anything like this.
On no account On no account must you touch the machinery.
In no way In no way do I agree with what you're saying.
Under no circumstances    Under no circumstances should you share your password with others.
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Language Corner

February 2015:  Tenses, Chat language
May 2015:  Word Formation
December 2015:  Phrasal Verbs
February 2016:  Collocations
May 2016:  Prepositions
Autumn 2016:  Verb Patterns
Christmas 2016:  Wish
March 2017:  Tenses
Autumn 2017:  Comparison
Christmas 2017:  Conditionals
March 2018: Passive
June 2018: Modal verbs 1.
Autumn 2018: Modal verbs 2.
Christmas 2018: Articles
Spring 2019:  Reported Speech
Autumn 2019:  Open cloze tests
Christmas 2019: Cloze tests
Autumn 2020:  Participle clauses
February 2021: Used to / Be used to

February 2015:  Cinema and Theatre
May 2015:  Health and Illnesses
December 2015:  Work
February 2016:  Home
May 2016:  Travelling
Autumn 2016:  Environment
Christmas 2016:  Holidays and Celebrations
March 2017:  Economy
Autumn 2017:  Reading
Christmas 2017:  Family
March 2018: Crime
June 2018:  Technology
Autumn 2018: Education
Christmas 2018: Hobbies
Spring 2019: Food, Cooking, Eating Out
Autumn 2019: Music
Christmas 2019: Clothes and Fashion
Autumn 2020: Sport
February 2021: Describing people

Language Corner topics in 
previous issues

Speaking Topics in previous 
issues

REWRITE THE SENTENCES USING THE PHRASES GIVEN.
1. I have seldom eaten at such an expensive restaurant.    Seldom ...
2. She had no sooner fallen asleep than the telephone rang.  No sooner ...
3. Harry broke his leg, and also injured his shoulder.  Not only ...
4. I have never heard such a terrible story before.  Never before ...
5. We realised only then that the jewels had been stolen.  Only then ...
6. Business has rarely been so good.    Rarely ...
7. The boss has not once given him a bonus.   Not once ...
8. You should not enter this room under any circumstances. Under no circumstances ...
9. I got to know Peter only after meeting him several times.    Only after ...
10. The bus driver cannot be blamed for the accident in any way. In no way ...

Practice

If you want to see the correct answers, turn to page 15!

Anita Máté

Three types of IF sentences can be inverted without If-. This makes the sentences more formal 
and makes the event less likely.

If they were to escape, there would be an outcry. -> Were they to escape, there would be an 
outcry.
If you should hear anything, let me know.  -> Should you hear anything, let me know.
If I had known, I would have protested strongly. -> Had I known, I would have protested strongly.
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Exam Topic

Going on holiday

accommodation - szállás
campsite - kemping
caravan - lakókocsi
mobile home - mobilház
motel - motel
youth hostel - ifjúsági szállás
bed and breakfast 
airbnb
guesthouse - panzió
spa hotel - wellness hotel
five-star hotel - ötcsillagos szálloda

Holiday types
beach holiday - tengerparti nyaralás
sightseeing holiday - városnézés
adventure holiday - aktív nyaralás
fitness / wellness holiday 
camping holiday - kempingezés

Where to stay

At the beach
beach towel - strandtörülköző
deckchair - nyugágy
folding chair - kemping szék
promenade - parti sétány
beach umbrella - napernyő
pier - móló
lighthouse - világítótorony
shade - árnyék
windbreak - szélfogó
life guard - vízimentő, úszómester
life jacket - mentőmellény
air mattress - gumimatrac
inflatable raft - felfújható csónak
sunglasses - napszemüveg
sunscreen / suntan lotion - naptej
beach bag - strandtáska
beach ball - strandlabda
sand castle - homokvár
bucket - vödör
spade - lapát
swimming costume - fürdőruha
bikini - két részes fürdőruha / bikini
swimming trunks - fürdönadrág
goggles - úszószemüveg
flippers - békatalp
diving mask - búvármaszk
cool box - hűtőtáska
rubber ring - úszógumi
water wings - karúszó
water slide- vizicsúzda
seagull - sirály

Hiking
insect repellent - rovarriasztó
sleeping bag - hálózsák
backpack - hátizsák
map - térkép
tent - sátor
first aid kit - elsősegély csomag
compass - iránytű
GPS / satnav 
penknife - zsebkés
binoculars - távcső
rope - kötél
flashlight / torch - zseblámpa
hiking boots - túrabakancs
axe - fejsze
hammock - függőágy
campfire - tábortűz
lighter - öngyújtó
air bed 
mat - alátét / polifoam
first aid kit - elsősegély készlet
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Speaking Exam

A  Interview
• What kind of holiday do you prefer?
• Have you ever been on an adventure holiday?
• Where do you go if you want to swim in the sea? 
• Which holiday resorts do you know in Hungary? Abroad?
• How many days do you or your family spend on holiday?
• Have you ever been in a difficult situation while on holiday?
• What type of accommodation do you prefer to stay in when you travel?
• How much time do you spend with packing?
• Do you like hiking?
• What are the advantages and disadvantages of camping holidays?
• Do you prefer active or relaxing holidays? Why?
• Do you prefer to visit another country or travel within your own country?

B  Situation - Organizing a holiday 
You and your friend (the examiner) are planning a holiday together. Decide:
• what kind of holiday you want to go on
• what preparations need to be made
• costs
• if you ask others to join you 

C  Debate
Read the following statement. Give your opinion and argue for or against the proposition. 
React to the counter-arguments too.

“Swimming at the sea is better than swimming in a pool. ”

D  Picture based discussion
These pictures show different ways of spending your holiday. Compare and contrast them 
including the following points:
• preparations
• activities
• costs 
• possible problems
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Wordsearch

Hooray! It's vacation time!

E R O H S B U C K E T A O B W S E S

L L Y C O A S T C S H A D E A H F U

P I D I V I N G P I E R o C T W L N

R G F E J L L E S P A D E O E I P S

O H S E D E C K C H A I R O R N P C

M T I S G S T B E A C H E L S D E R

E H L A P U N S D S S M E B L B R E

N O A L E D A I K V E T F O I R S E

A U R U B B E R R I N G L X D E S N

D S O T B L A H D I T I H E E A A W

E E C A L I B I K I N I I B A K R B

A D K O E S G O G G L E S U R F E R

BEACH 
BIKINI
BOAT
BUCKET
COAST
COOL BOX 
DECKCHAIR
DIVING
FLIPPERS 
GOGGLES 
JET SKI
LIFE GUARD 
LIGHTHOUSE 
PEBBLE

PIER 
PROMENADE 
REEF
ROCK
RUBBER RING 
SAND CASTLE
SHADE 
SHELL
SHORE
SPADE
SUNSCREEN
SURFER 
WATER SLIDE 
WINDBREAK 

Find the following words in the puzzle. 
The words are up, down, across, backwards or diagonally.

When you have found all the words, circle the remaining letters. You can 
read the names of FIVE famous tropical destinations. What are they?
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Crossword Puzzle

Vanda Kiss (7A)

Easy Riddles to entertain your friends

1. What has to be broken before you can use it?
2. I’m tall when I’m young, and I’m short when I’m old. What 
am I?
3. What is full of holes but still holds water?
4. What question can you never answer yes to?
5. What is always in front of you but can’t be seen?
6. What goes up but never comes down?
7. What can you break, even if you never pick it up or touch 
it?

1. An egg
2. A candle
3. A sponge
4. Are you asleep 
yet?
5. The future
6. Your age
7. Your promise
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Jokes

 Why did the bicycle fall over?
    Because it was two-tired.

 What do you calla conversation between 
two garbage cans?
    Trash talk.

 Why did the man fall in the well?
    Because he couldn't see that well.

 How do you organise a space patry?
    You planet.

 What do you call a fake noodle?
    An impasta.

 What do you call a hill that is funny?
    Hill-arius.

How do you get a country girls attention?
    A tractor.

 What is the most detailed ocean?
  The pacific.

 What do you call a cow in the eartquake?
    A milkshake.

 How do you make holy water?
      You boil the hell out of it.

compiled by Márton Firgi (9D)

What do kids play when they can't play with their 
phones?
    Bored games.

Why did the teddy bear say no to dessert?
    Becuase he was stuffed.

What do you call a pirate with two eyes, two hands 
and two legs?
    A beginner.

What do you call a boomerang that doesn't come 
back?
    A stick.

What is black and white, black and white, black 
and white?
   A penguin rolling down a hill.
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Questions

If you read the articles carefully, you can answer the following 
questions. Try it!
1. What does the Greek tradition celebrate on the 2nd day of Pentecost?
2. What is the liturgical colour of Pentecost?
3. Which university is the oldest in the UK?
4. Which university did Charles Darwin attend?
5. Who were the founders of Appla Computer Inc.?
6. When is Steve Jobs Day celebrated?
7. What is a maskhole?
8. What does "cofit" mean?
9. What does Tiddy Mun look like?
10. Why did he put a curse on the village?
11. Which new film was shot in Budapest?
12. At what age are people most susceptible to music?
13. How do we say "violin kulcs" in English?
14. What is a D minor in Hungarian terms?
15. Which country won the last Eurovision Song Contest? 
16. Which country has won the most times?
17. When is the Bükk Mountain Bike Marathon held?
18. What apps can be used if you want to record your bike trips?
19. What can you find inside chocolate surprise muffins?
20. Is inversion more common in formal or informal style?
21. What is it?  "A swinging couch or bed usually made of netting or canvas and slung by 

cords from supports at each end"
22. How can you define "sunscreen"?

Give your answers to your teacher or send them to 
our email address: 
4Uszmg@gmail.com

and win a prize!
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